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Description                                                                                   

Anti-Spatter Spray serves as a protection from spatters of the 

workpiece to be welded without affecting the weld itself. 

Anti-Spatter Spray is silicone-free. It forms a protective layer 

which prevents spatter sticking to the  surface therefore can 

be easily be wiped off the material being welded. Since 

spatters do not stick on the surface, they can be easily wiped 

off. Extends the life span of contact nozzles and welding tips. 

The surfaces of parts to be welded are provided with a 

lasting protective layer so as to make mechanical finishing 

unnecessary. Rust inhibiting additives prevent flash rust on in

-process and surrounding metal surfaces. Offers complete 

protection throughout the welding process and prolongs the 

life span of contact nozzles and welding tips. 

Application 
Anti-Spatter Spray is recommended for use on resistance 
welding tips, Mig and Tig tips, electrode holders, contact tips, 
tools, metal moulds and bench top splash guards. 
 
Directions 
Shake the aerosol vigorously before use. Thoroughly clean 
the surfaces needing treatment and spray Anti-Spatter evenly 
over the whole area from a distance of approx. 20-25 cm. 
Also spray approximately 10 cm to the right and left of the 
weld so as to protect workpiece surfaces. After welding wipe 
clean before applying another treatment. 
 
Storage/Shelf Life 
Store in a cool place out of the sun.                            
Do not store above 50°C 
 
Specification 
Propellant: Hydrocarbon  
Does not contain silicone or ODCs 
 
Health and Safety 
For personal safety do not use while equipment is energized. 
Aerosols should be completely empty before disposing.    
Recycle can if facility is available or place in household      
rubbish. Always use in a well-ventilated area and avoid     
prolonged breathing of vapours. 
 
 
 
 

 
Limitations 
It is recommended to clean the surface before starting a 
secondary treatment of the workpiece, such as browning, 
electroplating, anodic oxidation or lacquering. 
 
Packaging 
400 ml aerosol can  
12 units per outer carton 
1728 full pallet 
Product Code 78647 
Barcode 9340885007857 

 
First Aid 
Please refer to the Safety Data sheet which is available at 
www.cwbrands.com.au/ 
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Disclaimer 
CW Brands Pty Ltd believes that the information in this technical data sheet is an accurate description of the typical uses of 
the product. The data and statements are based on our research and development work and is to the best of our knowledge 
true and accurate. The user must ensure of the product(s) in their application prior to use in particular to determine its     
performance, efficiency and safety. The use of this product is beyond the manufacturer's control, and liability is restricted to 
the replacement of material proven faulty. The manufacturer is not responsible for any loss or damage arising from incorrect 
usage. Products   conform solely to the information contained in this and other related CW Brands Pty Ltd publications.  
CW Brands Pty Ltd reserves the right to make changes to specifications and information related to the products at any time.    
Users are asked to check that the literature in their possession is the latest issue. Statements contained herein should not be 
considered as a warranty of any kind, expressed or implied in describing the performance or suitability of the product for a     
particular application. No liability is accepted for infringement of any patents or any other intellectual property right.  
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